
Planning the audit and understanding internal control

When the client has internal auditors then the major issue for independant auditors is to assess the

competence and objectivityof the internal auditors.

As part of their regular work internal internal auditors may review, assess and monitor the entity's

controls that are included in the various accounting cycles. Another part of their work may include

confirming receivables or observing certain physical inventories.
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Planning the audit

the audit plan should also consider how to conduct the engagement in a cost-effective manner.

Additional steps to be perfprmed include

● obtain knowledge of the client's business and industry, and assess inherent risk

○ it provides the auditor with a basis for:

■ assessing inherent risk

■ obtaining a sifficient understanding of internal control

■ designing audit procedures

■ understanding the substance of transactions

■ assessing whether sufficient appropriate audit evidence has been obtained

■ assessing the appropriateness of management's selection of accounting principles

■ assessing overall management's overall financial statement presentation

● establish materiality and consider audit risk

● assess a preliminary level for conrol risk

○ the auditor needs information on the following:

■ the extent to which information technology is used in each significant accounting system

■ the complexity of the client's computer operations

■ the organizational structure of theinformation technology activities

■ the availability of data

■ the need for information technology-assisted techniques to gather data and conduct audit

procedures

● assess the possibility of fraud, errors, and illegal acts

○ fraud and error: errors are unintentional misstatements whereas fraud refers to intentional

misstatements.

○ Illegal acts: these refer to violations of laws or governmental regulations.

● identify related parties

○ Some of the relationship are:

■ an entity that directly or indirectly controls, is controlled by, or is under common control

with the reporting entity

■ an entity that is subject to significant influence by the reporting entity management

■ an individual who directly or indirectly controls the reporting entity

■ an individual having an ownership interest that results in significant influence

Audit procedure that may identify transactions with related parties:

 enquire of management

 review the minutes of the board of directors 

 review conflict-of-interest statements 

 review the extent and nature of business transacted with major customers, suppliers,

borrowers, and lenders

 review accounting records for large, unusual, or nonrecuring transactions

 review confirmations of  loans receivable and payable for indications of guarantees. 
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● conduct preliminary analytical procedures

○ The main objectives of analytical procedures are (1) to understand the client's business and

transactions and (2) to identify financial statement accounts that are likely to contain errors.

○ For example, consider the inventory turnover:

● develop an overall audit strategy and prepare audit programs
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Analysis
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Overview of the auditor's decision process
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exercises

1) Develop an expectation for the reserve for returns account.

2) What procedure should the auditor perform if the difference between the expectation and the

book value is greater than tolerable misstatements?
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Looking at asset and liability accounts identify the audit procedures that should be included.
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